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Heals plants trees grass

plant heal
05-05-2012

Wave your hand over the plant and say.
this dead plant hot and dry heal the plant to bring it alive.

 Author: Magicmage | Country: U.S.A | Website: www.magikmage.com | Email: deaunhall@yahoo.com 
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Love Spells

Reveal a heart
04-05-2012

Hear my words and hear my cries,
Let the truth be spoken wise,
Clear and strong as water flows,
Desire he feels, now i will know.

 Author: Huy Le 
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Getting Power Spells

Power switch
04-05-2012

Powers of the witches rise,
Across the seas,
Across the skies,
Whats mine is yours and yours is mine,
Trough space the earth be bound by time.

 Author: Paul winter 
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Summon Spirits

Spirits
10-05-2012

Hear these words, hear my cry. Spirits from the other side. Come to me I summon thee. Cross now 
the great divide !

 Author: Marquid | Email: RebelleReveur@gmail.com 
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inspiration

inspiration
12-05-2012

Words of wisdom
Words that shine
Come to me now
For you are mine!!!

 Author: saboinia greywolf | Country: usa | Website: http://saboiniassecret.com 
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necromancy

raising a zombie slave
12-15-2012

First make a pentacle 3 feet wide with goats blood.
Second sprinkle sand on the body.
Third chant eln nu en Fe'na.

 Author: shadow | Country: U.S.A | Email: noahroyer@live.com 

raise dwemer
02/07/12

1. Make a Necromancy star by the dead dwemer
2. Chant awaken great dwemer abomination! Awaken and destroy my enemies! Destroy them all for 
what they have done.

 Author: noah royer | Religion: vampire pagan | Country: louisiana | Email: mikegreen@gmail.com 
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Self Healing

Be a part of a tree
18-05-2012

Find the tree you think is right for you.

Ritual:
If full moon:
lay down your hand on the tree and say the spell and when you are finish then hug the tree.

else:
open the circle with the tree in the middle of the circle. use a stick or a Athamen or a sword to open 
the circle. then lay down your hand on the tree and say the spell and when you are finish then hug 
the tree and close you circle.

Spell:
Tree of Wood. let me be a part of you, let me feel what you feel. then you will feel like me. let me 
see what you see then you will see like me. help me to learn. help me to see. help me to feel. help 
me to understand and then be. but if you die then we will be separated again. Blessed Be tree of 
wood, tree of wisdom.

 Author: Jim HD | Religion: Wicca | Country: Denmark 
 Website: http://bujudia.site90.net | Email: qeentu.support@gmail.com 

You are the one you are
23-05-2012

Look in to a mirror and say:

I am myself and i will always be.
I am the one how see.
I see the light and the dark.
I am the one I am.
and i will always be.
I will never chance, because of anyone.
I am the one and only me.
That's how it always will be.

 Author: Jim HD | Religion: Wicca | Country: Denmark | Website: http://bujudia.site90.net 
 Email: qeentu.support@gmail.com  
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Power

Power Gain
22-05-2012

The wind that blows beyond the spire
The trees the moon and fire
Have nothing on the power of the witch
The magic within me come be
Inside me
Amen 

 Author: Bethany | Religion: Wicca | Country: england 
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Deamons

vanqish a woogie demon
05-06-2012

I am light, i am one too strong to fight, return to dark where shadows dwell you cannot have this 
halliwell go away and leave my sight and take with you this endless night

 Author: GodsAngel | Religion: catholic | Country: none of ur buisness 
 Website: none ya buisnessm | Email: m.e.jewlerygallery@aol.com 
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Fire

heating
01-06-2012

rub hands together and say:
fire and sun worm from within, fire and sun worm from within, fire and sun worm from within.

 Category: fire | Author: isis knight | Religion: witch | Country: us 

Heat/warmth
11-06-2012

Rub hands together, causing friction while saying:
From cold to warm,
From ice to fire,
The lord and Lady
Grant me my heart's desire
So mote it be

 Category: | Author: Jordan | Religion: Wiccan | Country: AUS 
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Spirits

To contact a sibling from Heaven
02/07/12

From once it came I want to know who (he she) was come down from heaven I miss you even 
through I never got to met you at 1 and I was 1 (pick a number you never got to see he or she). (Ps 
this is true about me this is not part of the spell).

 Author: Lydia Sanders | Religion: | Country: Stark Contry | Email: warriorkitten2011@gmail.com 
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Heal humans & animals

Heal wound
02/07/12

Having done by laying on something confortable and closing the eyes and think about your inner 
sanctum and try to ignore the wound no matter how much it hurts. Try to chant this phrase, I see 
heaven above me i see oblivion below and thus my shadow is sorry i am in sorrow. Chant this three 
time and keep chanting this phrase, Now heal me just i want to see, let my soul come to me. you  
will fall a great sleep and once you wake you\'ll see your wound is healed.

 Author: Arcane apprentice | Religion: Wicca | Country: Uk 
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Elements

Making rain
02/07/12

Face the north or south im not sure and chant this 3 times:
I summon thee
Water come to me
Make it rain
Make it wet
When you are done say thank you water merry part and bow slightlu twoard north or south

 Author: Nyx | Religion: Wicca | Country: Egypt 

Water Splitting
02/07/12

I see this water
I want it to divide
So split it in half
And push it aside!

(Chant 3 times)

 Author: brandon cook | Religion: begginer wiccan | Country: USA | Email: mishiki1998@gmail.com 

Wind Spell
02/07/12

(Face east and chant softly then loudly)
Breath of life, your powers lend.
I hail to the sky, your wind to send!

~effecr~ 
Causes wind to breeze. the more you chant and breath.. and focus the stronger breeze you will find.

 Author: Kerum Dravor | Religion: nocturnal wiccan | Country: USA | Email: morbid.magician@yahoo.com 
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Gardening

Flower Blooming
02/07/12

Sit in front of a tree, flower or plant seed, cup hands around seed and chant once:
This seed will become tall and wild,
Make it bloom all the while,
I wish to Mother Nature,
So mote it be.

 Author: Rayne | Religion: Wiccan/Christian | Country: USA 
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Dark

Afraid of Darkness
02/07/12

Light to light
Dust to dust
Wall to wall 
I bring light to this room.

(chant 4 times).

 Author: Matthew Medina | Religion: Christian | Country: Harrisburg | Email: camacho.matthew89@gmail.com 
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Prayers

Prayer to hecate
02/07/12

Hecate phosphorus,
the night bringer shed your silvery illumination down upon me, 
Hecate Trivia, triple faced , protect me in air, on land & in the sea,
Hecate Nykterian , lady of the night, guide my hand & heart, teach me to use your sacred herbs 
wisely & grow in my witches art.

 Author: willow | Religion: nocturnal wiccan | Country: america 
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Warewolfs

Warewolf spell
03/07/12

from the circle of life,
To the evolution of man,
I shall be re-awakened,
As one with the land.

Say this ten times under the full moon.

 Author: Azaher | Religion: Sudanese | Country: Sudan | Email: azaher30@hotmail.com 
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